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individual human beings, what they feel and what they do. I
certainly do try to avoid a setrins where rank and tide, sport and
diplomacy predominate, and equally, a setting of slums or of miners
or fectory strikes; not, God forbid, from snobbery which is
practically a certifiable flaw in anybody, up and down and inside-
out, but because, though the psychology of men and women in
these settings and occupations probably does not differ, it would
involve too much mugging-up of actual facts in order to avoid
sudi deathless inaccuracies as Ouida and her "all rowed fast but
none so fast as Stroke'9.
Six years later, half in 1938 and half in 1939, I wrote a novel
called "A Lion in the Garden".   I was so intensely absorbed in
my hero, a thoughtful Ktde odd-job man, that I did not change my
theme half-way through, when war crashed into England (and
incidentally, a major operation into my own personal life), but
struggled on to finish it honestly according to my original con-
ception ; and so earned myself the condemnation of an American
reviewer-lady—the only exception in a brilliant, kind and dis-
criminating group—which I am never likely to forget, for I read her
censure in die summer of 1940, just after Dunkirk, when we woke up
every morning (if we slept at all) accepting the fact that the day
might well bring invasion and "tout est perdu fors I'honneur". But
the reviewer-lady could not believe, she moaned, that an English
woman in war-time could bear to write a novel about any subject
unconnected with the war;  so trivial that apparently it nurt her
to read it: "like being whipped with feathers".   This book, she
continued, wagging her head reproachfully, could not represent the
Spirit of British Womanhood. I might perhaps have morepictorially
represented that noble figurehead on the eve of destruction, had I
not just become aware that I should have a second and even
more dangerous operation, and was wondering whether it were
worth while, considering one thipg and another, to bother about
my own body at all, when London and its hospitals wete threatened
with destruction at any moment by a thousand bombers overhead.
Still and ctcq in that hour, an integral respect for one's profession
curiously survives, so that I could have read and accepted without
bitterness any critical slashing of my book itself, interested to hear
a dear and adequate analysis of where I had failed.   But at that
Itour to have my private and personal soul attacked, and its failure
itt patriotism, remains the one unpardonable thing that has ever
been done to me.   For what could she want in the way of suitable
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